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Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS) is a common disorder affecting, depending on the diagnostic criteria used, up to 5–10% of the general population
and with an increasing in incidence with age. The
clinical features include dysaesthesias and paraesthesias in the legs and sometimes in the arms,
occurring at rest, worsening in the evening and
night and alleviated by movements. Associated
symptoms are insomnia, fatigue, sleepiness, mood
and anxiety disorders. The diagnosis is mainly
based on clinical features. Neurophysiological investigations, polysomnography and actimeter are
used to objectively assess sensory-motor disorders
and sleep disturbances.Apart from secondary cases
related to neurological or medical diseases, the
restless legs syndrome is a primary and idiopathic
disorder showing a high rate of familiarity and
implying a deficient dopaminergic transmission
at spinal level and/or basal ganglia with a selective
impairment of D2 receptors. The additional role of
a dysfunction of the brain iron metabolism has
been suggested but not defined in detail.
Levodopa is an efficacious treatment, but adverse effects, i.e. rebound and augmentation, are
frequently described. Dopamine agonists have
largely replaced levodopa in moderate to severe
restless legs syndrome, while slow-release levodopa
is still used in mild cases. Treatment with opiates
and gabapentin is proposed for cases not responding to dopamine agonists and/or when pain
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is the presenting symptom. Iron therapy is recommended only in patients with low level of ferritin.
Keywords: restless legs syndrome; periodic leg
movements; dopamine; treatment

Introduction
From the first extensive description by Ekbom in
1945 [1], progresses in sleep medicine have allowed
a better understanding of the pathophysiological
mechanisms and true clinical relevance of restless
legs syndrome (RLS). The restless legs syndrome
may represent a “primary sensory disorder” with
a secondarily triggered motor response. Patients
report dysaesthetic sensations described as “pins
and needles”, “internal itch”, “crawling”, “creeping”, “burning”, “painful sensations” or a more
general “sense of discomfort” inducing a need
to move. Typically, symptoms occur at rest, are
relieved by movements and present a typical
circadian pattern with appearance or worsening
in the evening and night. Most patients report
difficulty in falling asleep or early wake-up in
the middle of the night with dysaesthesias and
paraesthesias forcing them to move and walk (“the
nightwalkers”). Even though some patients report
sleepiness, fatigue, tiredness and changes in mood
are the most frequent diurnal symptoms. Restless
legs syndrome often first appears in adult life
as mild and transitory discomfort while at rest,
but it slowly progresses with sleep disturbances
appearing after 40 years of age. Early onset of
restless legs syndrome, even in childhood, is
possible particularly in familial cases. The diagnosis is primarily “clinical” and polysomnography
is useful either to exclude other sleep disorders,
to confirm the severity of insomnia and the presence of periodic leg movements during sleep
(PLMS).
This review will highlight some of the recent
clinical and pathophysiological aspects of restless legs syndrome and summarises the clinical
approaches and therapeutic strategy in current
use.
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Definition
A recent consensus by the International Restless
Legs Syndrome Study Group (IRLSSG) [2] on
essential diagnostic criteria has stressed that the
diagnosis of restless legs syndrome can be made
in the presence of four “clinical” major criteria,
namely: (1) a need to move the limbs usually associated with paraesthesias and dysaesthesias; (2)
motor restlessness to relieve sensory symptoms; (3)
symptoms that appear or are worse at rest with a
partial relief by activity; and (4) symptoms that are
worse in the evening and during the night. More
recently the presence of PLMS and a good response to levodopa or dopamine agonists were
suggested by the IRLSSG as important additional
criteria to confirm restless legs syndrome. Other
minor criteria are sleep disturbances, involuntary
movements while awake at rest, periodic leg movements while awake (PLMW), an unremarkable
neurological examination and a positive family
history, criteria that, however, are not mandatory
for diagnosis.
The first criterion for diagnosis is the presence
of paraesthesias and dysaesthesias associated with
the need or internal urge to move. The sensory
symptoms are localised more frequently in the legs,
especially the regions between the knees and the
ankles, more frequently bilaterally. Paraesthesia or
dysaesthesia is usually associated with an urge to
move and patients typically walk around. Often
rubbing the legs, tossing and turning in bed, stretching, crossing and flexing the legs, or pacing the floor
may be tried as relief. The arms may be involved
more rarely in 22–50% of patients [3–6] and particularly in severe cases [5, 6].
The other two criteria are the onset at rest,
for example in lying or sitting position, and the
improvement with movements. If the patient is
forced to lie still or stay at rest, the symptoms will
continue to build up with a crescendo pattern in
the urge to move inducing the appearance of
periodic legs movements, i.e. periodic leg movements while awake, or involuntary jerks. Once
movement ceases, however, the symptoms will
return with a crescendo pattern.
An important clinical criterion, useful for differential diagnosis, is the circadian pattern, with
symptoms predominating in the evening and at
night and declining in the daytime. Studies analysing the over-time occurrence of sensory symptoms
and PLMS [7–9] have found that the maximal
score of sensory complaints could be detected at
11–12 pm, the lowest score at 9–11 am [7, 10]. In
a similar manner, PLMS progressively increased in
night-time with a peak occurring in the falling
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phase of core temperature between midnight and
1 am and declining progressively between 9 am
and 2 pm. The cause of this sensory and motor
circadian pattern is unknown [7, 8] but may reflect
the circadian variation on dopamine metabolites
[11, 12] and/or in iron [13, 14], a cofactor for tyrosine hydroxylase synthesis and, therefore, for dopamine synthesis.
Additional features for diagnosis are sleep
disturbances, presence of PLMS, a normal neurological examination in idiopathic cases, a progressive clinical course and a positive family history in
familial cases. More than 94% of patients have
sleep disturbances, more frequently difficulties
in falling asleep (58%) or maintenance insomnia
with several awakenings related to occurrence of
sensory symptoms [6, 15]. Fatigue and tiredness are
the most frequent diurnal consequences. Excessive
daytime sleepiness is less common. An abnormal
Epworth sleepiness score (>10) can be found in
24–34% of patients [4, 6] and may be more common in patients with PLMS [15]. The relationship
between sleepiness and PLMS is, however, debated, daytime sleepiness not being strongly related
to PLMS index [16]. Symptoms of anxiety and
depression are often found when a patient with
restless legs syndrome is examined, and depressive
symptoms at any time during life are reported by
33% of patients [6].
As about 80–90% of patients with restless legs
syndrome have PLMS, these entities have traditionally been considered as necessarily associated.
However, some patients with restless legs syndrome do not have PLMS, thus it seems reasonable
to view the restless legs syndrome as a sensory
disease and PLMS as a nonspecific motor response
sharing a common underlying mechanism. PLMS
are described as stereotyped flexion movements of
the lower and sometimes upper extremities [17],
lasting 0.5 to 5 s and occurring every 20 to 40 s
throughout sleep (fig.1 upper panel). They are
associated with phasic heart rate and blood
pressure rises [18] as well as with microarousal
(fig.1, lower panel), which can disturb sleep.
Interestingly, recent studies have demonstrated
that PLMS may occur in unstable sleep and without microarousals supporting the hypothesis that
PLMS may be the expression of a dysfunction of
the oscillatory neural networks regulating the
cyclic arousability of the sleepy brain [19, 20].
Periodic or aperiodic leg movements may also
occur during wakefulness (PLMW), showing the
same periodicity of PLMS but generally lasting
more than 5 s and having a shorter intermovement
interval [21]. Their occurrence during the “Suggested Immobilisation Test” (SIT) has been pro-
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Figure 1

The upper panel shows
periodic limb movements during light
sleep occurring ever y
20–40 seconds.
The lower panel depicts
a PLMS associated
with microarousal and
tachycardia.

posed as a diagnostic tool for definition of restless
legs syndrome severity [22].

Epidemiology
Prevalence studies conducted over the past decade
have demonstrated that up to 5 [1] to 10–15%
[23–25] of adults in Western countries are likely to
have restless legs syndrome. Lower frequencies of
restless legs syndrome are found when specific
questionnaires are used in Asian populations and
when patients are clinically assessed [26]. All the
surveys examining the effect of age reported a
strong increase in prevalence with age, more cases
diagnosed between age 30 to 40 (18%) and between age 40 to 60 (33%) [3, 6, 25]. However,
38 to 45% of patients [4, 26] experienced their
first symptom before the age of 20, suggesting
that restless legs syndrome is a progressive and
chronic condition. Early onset of restless legs
syndrome is common in familial forms (see below).
A history of “growing pains” is not uncommon in
patients with early onset restless legs syndrome.
While no differences for sex were found by Lavigne
et al. [23] and Phillips et al. [24], the prevalence for
females was twice as high in the German sample
[24].

Diagnosis
Clinical features
As previously described, diagnosis is essentially
based on the patient’s symptoms and characterised
by the four clinical features (see definition). These
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features allow clinicians to differentiate restless
legs syndrome from lumbo-radicular or vascular
pain syndromes, arthritis, leg cramps, painful legs
and moving toes and drug-induced acathisia. Pain
syndromes and arthritis do not have a circadian
pattern, and movements do not rapidly relieve
symptoms. Painful legs and moving toes do not
have the focal urge to move, do not show the
circadian pattern with a worsening at night and
patients show repetitive semi-continuous movements of the toes. Drug-induced acathisia and leg
cramps show some similarities with restless legs
syndrome, i.e. circadian pattern, but they differ
in other aspects. In acathisia there is a prior use
of neuroleptic drugs or dopamine antagonists and
more often the patients complain about an inner
restlessness rather than leg discomfort, with a
desire to move the whole body. Sensory symptoms
are less frequent and complaints not worse when
lying or sitting compared to the upright position.
Patients with leg cramps complain about sudden
attacks of sustained and painful contraction of
the muscles without sensory symptoms which can
be relieved by stretching the affected muscle.
The most difficult differential diagnosis is polyneuropathy with sensory symptoms not worsening
at night, unrelieved by walking and in which
electromyography is altered. This, however, does
not exclude the association of restless legs syndrome with neuropathies and radiculopathies that
have been described as possible secondary causes
of restless legs syndrome [26] and with alteration
of small fibres in mild idiopathic restless legs syndrome cases [27].
Interestingly, in some patients with anxiety or
depressive symptoms restless legs syndrome-like
symptoms may be present and in such patients
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Table 1

The International Restless Legs Study Group RLS severity Scale.
1) How would you rate the RLS discomfor t in your legs or arms?
4 ver y severe
3 severe
2 moderate

1 mild

0 none

2) How would you rate the need to move around because of your RLS symptoms?
4 ver y severe
3 severe
2 moderate

1 mild

0 none

3) How much relief of your RLS arm or leg discomfor t do you get from moving around?
4 no relief
3 slight relief
2 moderate relief
1 complete or almost
complete relief

0 no RLS
symptoms to
be relieved

4) How severe is your sleep disturbance from your RLS symptoms?
4 ver y severe
3 severe
2 moderate

1 mild

0 none

5) How severe is your tiredness or sleepiness from your RLS symptoms?
4 ver y severe
3 severe
2 moderate

1 mild

0 none

6) How severe is your RLS as a whole?
4 ver y severe
3 severe

2 moderate

1 mild

0 none

7) How often do you get RLS symptoms?
4 ver y severe
3 severe
(6 to 7 days a week)
(4 to 5 days a week)

2 moderate
(2 to 3 days a week)

1 mild
0 none
(1 day a week or less)

8) When you have RLS symptoms, how severe are they on an average day?
4 ver y severe
3 severe
2 moderate
1 mild
0 none
(8 h per 24 h day or more)
(3 to 8 h per 24 h day) (1 to 3 h per 24 h day)
(less than 1 h per 24 h day)
9) How severe is the impact of your RLS symptoms on your ability to carr y out daily affairs, for example carr ying out
a satisfactor y family, home, social, school or work life?
4 ver y severe
3 severe
2 moderate
1 mild
0 none
10) How severe is your mood disturbance from your RLS symptoms, for example angr y, depressed, sad, anxious or irritable?
4 ver y severe
3 severe
2 moderate
1 mild
0 none
score: mild: 1–10

moderate: 11–20

severe: 21–30

very severe: 31–40

the coexistence of complaints derived from psychiatric disease with those from restless legs syndrome makes differential diagnosis particularly
difficult. These patients typically have no or only a
few PLMS and do not respond to dopaminergic
drugs.

Questionnaires
Two questionnaires have been developed to assess
severity of the restless legs syndrome. The first is
a 10-question scale (table 1) developed by the

IRLSSG filled in by patient or clinician at the visit
considering frequency of the symptoms, diurnal
consequences and nocturnal disturbances.According to the values obtained, a severity score could be
obtained ranging from mild to severe. This scale
has a good concordance with clinical rating and
has previously been validated. The second questionnaire frequently used is the “Johns Hopkins
Restless Legs Severity Scale” (JHRLSS) [28] providing a four-point scale from 0 (no symptoms) to
3 (severe cases) and evaluating the time of the day
for usual occurrence of symptoms, severe cases
having an onset in the afternoon.

Figure 2

Actimeter recording
in a patient with restless
legs syndrome and
periodic leg movements.
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Instrumental evaluation
Actimetry
Ambulatory actigraphy devices (fig. 2) have been
developed for diagnostic purposes and follow-up
studies of treatment effect in order to replace
the much more expensive polysomnography. Comparing actigraphy results with electromyographic
activity, Kazenwadel et al. [29] found an agreement
scoring of about 90%. After application of a modified algorithm and a manual correction, a lower
sensitivity and specificity was found in a second
study [30]. A more recent study conducted in a
large sample of subjects without sleep complaints
[31] demonstrated a modest and significant correlation between the number of PLM detected by
actigraphy and subjectively reported restless legs
syndrome severity. These results suggest that actimeter may be a useful tool for community studies
and for follow-up in patients with a diagnosis of
PLM and/or restless legs syndrome as suggested
by clinical features and polysomnography.
Polysomnographic recording
Even though not necessary for diagnosis, polysomnography is often performed to define the
severity of restless legs syndrome, demonstrate
the presence of PLMS and rule out other (or associated) sleep disorders, such as sleep apnoea syndrome. To diagnose restless legs syndrome and
assess its severity Montplaisir et al. introduced a
standardised provocation test, called the suggested
immobilisation test (SIT) [22]. This is a 60-min test
performed before the nocturnal polysomnography,
in that the patient is asked to remain in bed,
reclined at 45 degree with eyes open, legs stretched
out and the instruction not to move and not to
fall asleep [22]. Surface electromyography from
right and left anterior tibialis muscles is used to
quantify leg movements while leg discomfort is
measured every 5 minutes with a electronic device
using a scale from 0 (no discomfort) to 100 (extreme discomfort). The mean leg discomfort score
(SIT MDS) represented the average value of
the twelve measures while the PLMW calculated
during the SIT period represented the number of
PLM during the test. Both indices showed a good
sensitivity and specificity and the combination
allows diagnosis in 88% of the patients [32].
Nocturnal polysomnography is used to define
the degree of sleep disturbances, assess the PLM
index during wakefulness and sleep, and the PLM
index associated with arousals. The PLM index
during the nocturnal waking period is the best
objective index to define the severity of the subjective complaints and sleep efficiency indicates
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the extent of sleep disturbance. PLM index and
PLM index with arousal are assumed to describe
sleep fragmentation, but the correlation with
fatigue, tiredness and sleepiness during the day is
moderate [16].

Laborator y and instrumental investigations
With the exception of symptomatic cases (see below) in which restless legs syndrome is associated
with metabolic and neurological diseases, laboratory studies are always within physiological values
and electromyography and motor nerve conduction measurements fail to reveal pathological signs.
However, iron deficiency and iron excess should
systematically be looked for in restless legs syndrome patients keeping in mind that serum iron is
highly variable and not specific of iron metabolism.
Transferrin, total iron binding capacity (TIBC)
and ferritin are more sensitive markers of iron
availability and storage respectively. Decreased
iron availability is associated with reduced TIBC
and increased transferrin levels while low ferritin
(<50 µg/l) is always indicative of low iron stores.

Aetiology
Although in most cases the aetiology of restless legs
syndrome is unknown (“idiopathic forms”), a large
number of potential aetiologic factors have been
reported (“secondary forms”). Conditions associated with a higher incidence of restless legs
syndrome include pregnancy, iron deficiency,
haemochromatosis, vascular insufficiency, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease, sleep-disordered
breathing, polyneuropathies, rheumatoid arthritis,
uraemia, diabetes, alcohol abuse, avitaminosis,
amyloidosis, cryoglubulinaemia, lumbosacral plexus lesions, myelopathy, multiple sclerosis, Isaac’s
syndrome, motor neuron disease, tumours, spinal
anaesthesia, neuroataxia, syringomyelia, neurodegenerative diseases (e.g. Parkinson’s and Huntington’s disease) and medications (neuroleptics),
tricyclic antidepressant, SSRI antidepressant
(mirtazepine), antiepileptic drugs (zonisamide),
beta-blockers and lithium. Acute-onset and transient restless legs syndrome can be observed in
acute spinal cord lesions (stroke, myelitis, multiple
sclerosis, etc.), as a consequence of severe bleeding
and following operations or spinal anaesthesia
[6, 33]. Worsening has also been described by
consuming coffee, nicotine and chocolate, while
smoking marijuana may bring relieve in some
patients. Improvement of restless legs syndrome-
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symptoms and worsening of PLMS [34] are known
to also occur with treatment of sleep-disordered
breathing.
In the “primary” forms several studies have
documented a familial occurrence in 43 to 64% of
patients, and an autosomal dominant inheritance
was proposed [35–38] with variable expressivity
[38–40]. These studies suggest a low but notable
degree of inheritance for restless legs syndrome
that is much larger when symptoms appear early.
Thus two phenotypes may be proposed based
on the family history and time of disease onset: the
“early-onset” and the “late-onset” cases. Patients
with early onset (<45 years) more often have a
positive family history, a slower progression of the
disease, less frequently iron level abnormalities and
the existence of a single major gene transmitted
by an autosomal dominant mode of inheritance.
Recent studies have described a susceptibility locus
for restless legs syndrome on chromosome 12q [41]
in a family with putative recessive inheritance and
on chromosome 14 [42] in a 30-member Italian
family. Patients with late-onset disease are more
frequently secondary forms with pain as dominating symptom [6] most probably indicating a multifactorial pathogenesis.

Pathogenesis
The pathogenesis of restless legs syndrome remains uncertain but the therapeutic efficacy of
dopaminergic agents crossing the blood-brain
barrier stresses the role of a dopaminergic system
dysfunction affecting the central nervous system.
The localisation of restless legs syndrome symptoms in the extremities with sparing of the face,
the acute appearance in association with spinal
(peridural) anaesthesia and spinal disorders (see
above), the association of restless legs syndrome
with spino-cerebellar ataxias particularly SCA
Type III [43] and the similarity between PLMS
and flexor reflexes [44] favour the hypothesis of a
primary dysfunction at spinal cord level probably
affecting the polysynaptic reticulo-spinal tract
(A11) [45].
On the other hand, an additional dysfunction
of sensorimotor control at brain level has been suggested by neurophysiological and neuroimaging
data. Studies using either single photon emission
computer tomography (SPECT) [46, 47] or positron emission tomography (PET) [48, 49] have
shown a post- and pre-synaptic D2 dysfunction at
the level of basal ganglia, although the results
of different studies are somewhat contradictory
[50].
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Since iron deficiency is associated with restless
legs syndrome in some cases, iron seems to play
an important role in secondary forms, such as in
pregnancy and anaemia. Iron is necessary as a
cofactor for the tyroxine hydroxylase, which is
the rate-limiting enzyme in the conversion from
levodopa to dopamine. Therefore, a decrease in
iron may reduce dopamine synthesis and thus
dopamine availability. However, some cases of
restless legs syndrome improved significantly with
iron therapy [51] and previous studies have demonstrated both a decrease in ferritin in cerebrospinal
fluid [52] and a lower iron concentration in the
substantia nigra in restless legs syndrome patients
[53]. These findings have supported the hypothesis
of a primary alteration of iron metabolisms in the
pathogenesis of restless legs syndrome.

Therapy
In some patients restless legs syndrome occurs
sporadically with spontaneous remission and without persistent sleep complaints. In these cases the
physician should use pharmacological therapy
when appropriate. Chronic therapy is recommended if patients complain of restless legs syndrome occurring at least 3 nights per week and
when symptoms induce diurnal consequences. The
more common drugs used in the treatment of
restless legs syndrome and the possible side effects
are listed in tables 2a and b and summarised in
some international guidelines recently published
[54–57]. The treatment of restless legs syndrome
now focuses on dopaminergic agonists considered
the first choice therapy for patients who meet the
specific clinical criteria and suffer from clinically
relevant symptoms, either in primary or secondary
forms. The use of benzodiazepines such as clonazepam may be limited to mild cases in which the
therapeutic benefit is that to promote sleep.
In the early studies treatment with standard
levodopa/benserazide induced an easy and rapid
(after 1 h) improvement of the symptoms at a
dosage of 100–400 mg levodopa at night. However,
although symptoms were improved, a shifting of
symptoms into the morning hours and into late
afternoon was seen: the “rebound” and the “augmentation”, both side effects indicating a change
in dopamine receptor sensitivity. The “rebound
effect” seen more frequently with the short-acting
form of the levodopa/benserazide is characterised
by the appearance of symptoms 2 to 6 h after intake of the drug or at the morning awakening
inducing the need for an additional dose. This
effect was described in 46% of patients during
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Table 2a

Dosage, half-life and adverse effects of dopamine agents.

agents

Table 2b

dosage
start-effective
dosage (mg)

half-life
(hours)

side effects

DA precursor

levodopa/carbidopa

50–250

3–4

or thostatic hypotension, nausea,
vomiting, insomnia, sleepiness,
nightmares/hallucinations,
rebound, augmentation

DA agonists

pergolide

0.05–1

7–16

similar as for DA precursor plus
nasal congestion/fluid retention

pramipexole

0.125–1.0

8–12

similar as for pergolide

cabergoline

0.5–4

65

similar as for pergolide

ropinirole

0.25–2

6

similar as for pergolide

Dosage and adverse effects of other drugs.

agents
benzodiazepines

opiates

antiepileptic

dosage (mg)

side effects

clonazepam

0.25–4

tolerance, sleepiness

temazepam

15–30

confusion

nitrazepam

5–10

paradox reactions/nocturnal falls in elderly,
contraindicated in sleep apnoea

oxycodone

5–30

constipation

propoxyphene

100–300

dependence

codeine

15–240

–

gabapentin

300–2700

sedation, sleepiness

carbamazepine

200–1200

dizziness, ataxia

night-time and 19% at the awakening. Sustainedrelease levodopa extended the benefit up to 7 h
compared to the 3–4 h of relief of short-acting
formulations and reducing, therefore, this adverse
effect. The second and more interesting adverse
effect is “augmentation”, i.e. increasing intensity of
symptoms, earlier onset of the symptoms in the
day, reduced time at rest until symptoms start and
in some cases spreading of the symptoms to other
body parts. Augmentation was more common than
rebound effect and present in up to 82% of patients
treated with standard levodopa at high doses
(400 mg or more) and in about 30% of patients
treated with sustained release levodopa. In this
situation levodopa should be replaced by dopamine agonists.
Several recent studies have demonstrated, compared to placebo and levodopa, a greater efficacy
of dopamine agonists [58, 59] characterised by a
prolonged duration of action, a direct action on D2
and D1 receptors and a reduced frequency of augmentation and rebound adverse effects. There are
no studies that have demonstrated the superiority
of one agonist compared to another and the choice
depends on the personal clinical strategy. With
dopamine agonists the common strategy is the
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start of treatment at a low single dosage before
bedtime progressively increased, every 2–7 days,
until clinical benefit is obtained. The slow increase
of dosage is necessary to prevent the appearance
of adverse effects such as hypotension and nausea.
The latter can also be prevented by the coadministration of domperidone, particularly when doing
this 3 days before starting the dopaminergic agent.
Patients should also be advised about the potential
increase in excessive daytime sleepiness and the
risk of sleep attacks [58, 60].
Opioid drugs are generally used as second
choice for patients with augmentation or nonresponders to dopamine agonists. Antiepileptic
drugs such as gabapentin should be considered
for painful restless legs syndrome or restless legs
syndrome secondary to neuropathy either as a
single treatment or in combination with dopamine agonists. Iron therapy is recommended in
patients with a low level of ferritin in a posology of
300–400 mg to increase the serum ferritin to level
more than 50 µg/l. In cases where this substitution
does not increase serum ferritin levels after 2 to
3 months an intravenous application can be tried
[54].
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